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Abstract 11 

This work evaluates the success of the application of proton-exchange membrane fuel cells for 12 

transportation with a focus on issues and areas for possible developments. Fuel cell technology 13 

when applied in road, air and water transportation and all the instances had contributed to the 14 

provision of a cleaner environment. The new technology, if developed, would meet the economic 15 

prospect of the people. If the cost of materials, labour and overhead could be reduced to make it 16 

affordable for the transportation sector. Other factors that could make the technology accessible to 17 

customers, such as performances and durability, infrastructural development, human factor and 18 

government policy, were critically analysed. This paper will provide comprehensive details and 19 

discussions on the above issue to show the current application and future developments of the PEM 20 

fuel cell in transportation. 21 

Keywords: fuel cells, economic prospect, performance and durability, infrastructural development, 22 

human factor, government policy. 23 
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1.0 Introduction  27 

1.1 The need for cleaner energy for transportation  28 

In recent years, the rate of energy consumption and demand within the transportation sector has 29 

increased at an alarming rate. Currently, the European Union (EU) consumed a third of the overall 30 

energy demand within the last ten years. Vehicles characterised as a heavyweight, and they require 31 

a high demand for energy. In the US, they are responsible for the consumption of 28% of petroleum 32 

product and responsible for about 26% emissions of carbon dioxide. This increasing demand 33 

necessitates the need to develop sustainable and clean energy to reduce environmental impact. 34 

Cleaner energy for the transport sector, however, increased the need for alternative energy sources 35 

aside from the conventional fossil fuel [1–7]. Dominković et al. [8] pinpointed four primary 36 

alternative energy sources, namely hydrogen, electricity, synthetic fuels and biofuel and 37 

investigated their suitability to sustain cleaner energy. The transition of energy to higher 38 

sustainability and cleanness would be most effective using electric modes.  39 

Another source of energy under investigation and scrutiny is the conversion of Hydrogen produced 40 

from renewable energy to electricity by using the Proton Exchange Membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) 41 

where hydrogen gas and oxygen gas were converted chemically to electrical energy, water and 42 

heat [9]. This energy source has attracted interest from many researchers. For instance, studies by 43 

Stern [10] revealed that hydrogen-powered PEMFCs are capable of producing power sufficient 44 

enough for commercial and residential usage under varying temperatures while still meeting local 45 

clean power requirements [10]. An instance is the achievement of a hydrogen-powered PEMFC 46 

generator, which carefully applied a chemical reaction between sodium metal and water was in 47 

use to generate hydrogen and cleaner energy output achieving minimal emissions and noise. 48 

Different types of vehicles have benefited from the implementation and application of PEMFC 49 

technology to transportation. It has been used on land [11, 12], water [13-15] and air [16–18] 50 

respectively. An investigation carried out by Kast et al. [19] into fuel cell electric vehicles, they 51 

used Hydrogen produced from renewable energy to run the fuel cells. A hydrogen gas-powered 52 

PEMFCs were modelled and simulated and applied in medium-duty and heavy-duty vehicles. The 53 

study centred on assessing the application of hydrogen fuel cells in medium and heavy-duty 54 
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vehicles by developing an analytical framework to increase knowledge in this field. Furthermore, 55 

the result of the simulations showed that the metrics used to determine regular performances had 56 

been met and exceeded. 57 

Despite this achievement and progress made, Ajanovic and Haas [20], explained that the use of 58 

hydrogen gas in PEM fuel cells is currently commercially impractical even though the need for a 59 

long-term electricity storage solution is on the main obstacle. Therefore, investigating the 60 

economic integration of hydrogen fuel cells with other alternative renewables and fossil fuels in 61 

transportation, the most dependent factors for the true integration of hydrogen fuel cells to generate 62 

cleaner energy are the economies-of-scale, policy framework and technological advancements in 63 

electrolysis. These are essential factors militating against the application of hydrogen fuel for 64 

transportation and general use. 65 

Recent studies by Kendall et al. [21] revealed that about 8 million people are killed every year due 66 

to the consequences of air pollution globally. This number is higher than the casualties that result 67 

from the combination of homicides, terrorism and wars. Fossil fuel emissions cause negative 68 

impacts such as exposure to poor air quality and depreciation of overall climate. In reaction to this, 69 

there is a need to introduce drastic measures to improve air quality.  70 

This evaluation considers all the notable success and challenges identified regarding the use of 71 

Proton Exchange Membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) to transportation. The introduction of these studies 72 

focused on the need for cleaner and sustainable energy for transportation, a brief discussion of the 73 

components of PEMFC, the principle of operation, general application, its economic prospect and 74 

detailed analysis into its various applications into transportation (land, air and water). Although 75 

there has been much progress, some factors were understood to be undermining these successes. 76 

These led to an extensive evaluation of issues such as economic prospect, performance and 77 

durability, infrastructural development, human factors and the roles of government policy with 78 

conclusions relevant to studies made.  79 

1.2 Sustainable development for transportation  80 

The incorporation of hydrogen fuel in energy generation would yield very high efficiency with 81 

minimal air and atmospheric pollution from unwanted emissions. This perceived benefit has 82 
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motivated many countries and companies to invest in the development of hydrogen-based energy 83 

systems in marketable proportions applicable to road transportation [22]. The quota will increase 84 

every year until there is an acceptable level of clean energy. In developing countries, especially 85 

Africa and Asia, although there is a paramount significance in the total integration of these eco-86 

friendly renewables to curb the drastic effects of emissions on the environment and overall climate 87 

change. The significant problems in the synthesis of this technology are in the mass production 88 

and practicality of cost in the current competitive market of energy sources [21].  89 

It is a widespread belief that if an economy were to integrate renewable energy at 100%, there 90 

would be adequate mitigation of problems associated with climate change, atmospheric pollution, 91 

sustainability and energy security. Additionally, of all the energy-consuming sectors in the 92 

economy, road transportation will experience an enormous boost in the transition to a completely 93 

renewable energy source. Researches into several renewable energy sources showed that they were 94 

suitable across technological and energy-related standards. In analysing the prospects of adopting 95 

100% renewable energy sources in a global scale with an estimate of the overall energy impact 96 

involved, it asserts that while global road transportation would widely enjoy such efficiency with 97 

energy reduction of about 69%, the other modes of transportation namely air and sea would suffer 98 

much, with increased energy requirement of nearly 149% and 163% respectively. This adverse 99 

change in energy consumption would reduce overall energy savings in the entire global 100 

transportation sector to only about 18%. Considering the rate at which energy consumption is 101 

increasing, frequent analysis of this nature is vital so that the feasibility of the complete integration 102 

of renewable energy into global economies would not be questionable [23]. 103 

1.3 PEMFC components  104 

A PEMFC setup consists of principal components and sub-components, each serving unique and 105 

complementary purposes. The major components are the bipolar plates [24–26], gas diffusion 106 

layers [27–29] and the membranes [30,31] as shown in Fig 1.  107 
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 108 

Figure 1 Proton exchange membrane fuel cell and its components [9] 109 

A brief explanation of the role of each unit is as shown below: 110 

1. The bipolar plates or the anodic and cathodic current collectors: They work together with 111 

the gas diffusers to enable the transportation and management of water within the cell; 112 

besides, they facilitate heat management and transfer of electric current. Graphite-based 113 

bipolar plates are the best to provide proper chemical resilience and conductivity 114 

[25,26,32]. 115 

2. The Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA) that comprises the gas diffusion layers, anode 116 

and cathode porous electrode, the membranes (conductive electrolyte) and the anode and 117 

cathode catalyst layers. 118 

3. The auxiliaries that facilitate heat and water management and compress gases for internal 119 

transportation. 120 

The MEA comprises some subcomponents such as the electrodes that may significantly affect the 121 

overall cost of the fuel cell. The membranes are most commonly Nafion while the electrodes are 122 

most preferably electro-catalysts platinum and platinum alloys. Porous carbon cloth or paper which 123 

is wet-proofed with PTFE coating is better for the gas diffusion layer [33]. 124 

2.0 Applications in transportation  125 

In the transportation sector, the negative impacts of emissions from combustion engines 126 

climatically and environmentally place a demand for energy generation that is on a much cleaner 127 
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scale without trading off the effectiveness of machines. The PEM fuel cell promises a viable 128 

alternative, but the application suffers from issues such as hydrogen storage [34], durability [35] 129 

and the high cost of mass production [36]. 130 

All these issues noted above can be reduced or completely eradicated with improved research into 131 

delivering new methods and technology. For instance, a study by these researchers [37–39] 132 

investigated a PEM fuel cell that was constructed by the use of sodium borohydride (NaBH4). To 133 

accurately assess the applicability of a hydrogen-based fuel cell in transportation application, the 134 

fuel cell fits with a hydrogen generator based on NaBH4, a DC to DC converter, a data monitoring 135 

device and a micro-processed controller. The system composed of Co/ɤ-Al2O3 and Co-P/Ni 136 

catalytic areas, facilitating rapid hydrogen generation at the rate necessary for use in transportation. 137 

By the use of catalytic hydrolysis of 20 wt. % NaBH4 fed at a 500-W scale fuel cell, and the set-138 

up could produce 5.9 L/min of pure hydrogen gas. This set-up was so flexible that regulating the 139 

solution rate of the NaBH4 controlled the pace of hydrogen generation. In conclusion, with a 140 

specific energy density of about 200 Wh/kg, the set-up was found to be applicable for energy 141 

generation in transportation or non-moving situations. Fig. 2 below shows a schematic of a fuel 142 

cell constructed with a NaBH4 hydrogen generator. 143 

 144 

Figure 2 Schematic of a fuel cell system combined with a NaBH4 hydrogen generator [37] 145 

The various application of Proton Exchange Membrane fuel cell for transportation discussed 146 

below; 147 
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2.1 Land transportation  148 

Road transportation is the earliest means of transport. Up to date, most transportation happens on 149 

the road, and therefore successes in these areas were always huge. PEMFC technology has been 150 

in use to make bicycles, motorcycles, powertrains, electric cars, light traction vehicles, auxiliary 151 

power units (APUs), light traction vehicles (LTVs), light-duty fuel cell electric vehicles (L-152 

FCEVs), and heavy-duty fuel cell electric vehicles (H-FCEVs). A study investigated the behaviour 153 

of medium-duty and heavy-duty vehicles outfitted with hydrogen-based fuel cells. It observed the 154 

storage of hydrogen and the different conditions of operations of such vehicles in different drive 155 

cycles using modelling and simulation techniques. Furthermore, the optimal weight of medium-156 

duty and heavy-duty vehicles when integrated with hydrogen-based fuel cells while still been 157 

commercially viable were investigated [19]. 158 

Due to the frequency of these means of transportation, emissions resulting from heavy usage of 159 

combustion engines cause direct harm to public health as well as atmospheric pollution and overall 160 

climate change. For any power source to be economically viable in the competitive market, it must 161 

be cost-efficient enough to be acquired by the majority of the market. For it to be truly applicable 162 

in the diverse conditions of operations, it must be comparable durable and be easily stored. These 163 

factors present the most significant challenges to the foreseen integration of hydrogen-based fuel 164 

cells in the road transportation sector [21]. 165 

The dynamic performance of the hydrogen-based fuel cell was analysed in use in road transport 166 

using a specially designed fuel cell set-up. The engineering of the set-up was to significantly 167 

improve the combustion process by introducing a hands-on generation of hydrogen which 168 

comprised of a thermoelectric generator outfitted with a brand-new ammonia-hydrogen internal 169 

combustion engine. At the end of the experiment, the system resulted in 31.1% energy efficiency 170 

and 28.94% exergy efficiency. The set-up provided sufficient hydrogen to enhance combustion 171 

significantly and improve overall performance [40]. 172 

Fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) are the result of adequately of research facilitated by the 173 

developments in the aspect of sustainable transportation systems. Electric cars like the Toyota 174 

Mirani and the Hyundai Tucson reassure of the possibility of the replacement of fuel cells in the 175 
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power generation of systems. That is because they have started competing with fossil fuel cars in 176 

terms of prices [19]. 177 

Fuel cell-powered cars serve as city buses in many counties in the United States, and there is a 178 

believed that with more effort, there will be an extension to other areas and countries. For this 179 

reason, there is an analysis into the design of a city bus outfitted with an electric-hydrogen hybrid 180 

set-up which depended more on the battery for the power supply. The vehicle operated using three 181 

energy sources operating at constant power. In the design of the vehicle, hydrogen supplied the 182 

energy, and the power comes from the battery. Upon analysis, it achieves a fuel economy of about 183 

6.7 kgH2/100km, as the overall energy input experienced in the axles was 46.6%. Besides, the 184 

hybrid city bus was 133% costlier than fossil fuel-powered variants when the fuelling, operation 185 

and capital costs are combined [41]. With this analysis, the gap in terms of prices is reducing. 186 

Figure 3 below shows the schematic of a bidirectional plugin hybrid electric-hydrogen fuel cell 187 

bus. 188 
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 189 

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the overall technological configuration of the bidirectional 190 

plugin hybrid electric hydrogen fuel cell bus (PHEFCB) [41]. 191 

Light traction vehicles are radically available globally and are mostly run on internal combustion 192 

engines; they constitute about a fifth portion of the European Union greenhouse gas emission. In 193 

the US, light traction vehicles constitute about 63% greenhouse emissions of the transportation 194 

sector and in Canada, 69% of the transportation sector. With the alarming rate at which the 195 

transportation sector increasingly emit these gases, the light traction vehicle population must be 196 

mandated to adopt cleaner energy sources such as hydrogen fuel cells [42]. 197 

Heavy-duty vehicles and road freight are fossil fuel-intensive and energy demanding. They used 198 

about over 20% of all petroleum products, and for this reason, the studies conducted was to 199 

investigate the possibility of replacing this high energy demand with electric sources. Examining 200 
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the limits experienced by the electrification of heavy-duty operations by assessing the real-life 201 

sample of the entire Swiss truck fleet showed they were entirely integrated with electric power 202 

sources, raising the demand for electrical power by 5% and reducing the emission of about one 203 

megaton of CO2 annually. On the other hand, this integration necessitated an increase in the 204 

standard weight of heavy-duty vehicles, demanded access to high-capacity charging base and 205 

energy infrastructures. These conditions were crucial for any positive impact associated with any 206 

increase in gravimetric energy density. The complete replacement of fossil-based heavy-duty 207 

operations with electric is still impractical. However, with further research and development in 208 

areas such as life-cycle impacts, competitive advantage and costs, the integration is possible [43].  209 

2.2 Air transportation 210 

Air transportation covers all the activities of the aviation sector, including aeroplanes and aerial 211 

jet propellers. Although significant events in the past (Hindenburg disaster) has been responsible 212 

for reservations expressed with the use of hydrogen as a fuel for transportation, there has been 213 

considerable improvements in process design and safety, and the concerns reduced. Many auto 214 

manufacturers have made aeroplanes, jets and aerial propeller running on fuel cells technology.  215 

Notable among them, Intelligent Energy UK in 2018 developed an uncrewed aerial vehicle (UAV) 216 

which entirely depended on the fuel cell for power. With long term ambitions, the fuel cell power 217 

module was able to offer significantly improved performance in terms of weight capability, 218 

productivity and rapid refuelling. This fuel cell system optimised for aviation purposes is a clean 219 

power source as it runs on hydrogen and ambient air with the possibility for integration with other 220 

modules and UAVs. It was compliant with all the aviation regulation and bodies and offered an 221 

inexpensive solution to clean power generation [44]. 222 

Similarly, in Germany, a Brennstoffzellen-Integration in Labour und Betricbs-Optimierung 223 

(BILBO) project was aimed at developing and integrating hydrogen fuel cells in air transportation 224 

by bringing together a group of renowned research centres and with the financial backing-up of 225 

the Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI). It reveals that the challenges 226 

experienced which were as a result of unwanted environmental conditions in fuel cell applications 227 

in aircraft transport could be effectively surmounted by some technical solutions which will not 228 
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trade off cell performance at all. The introduction of fuel cells presents good promise for the 229 

reduction in emission and advancement of efficient in the transportation industry [44]. 230 

Powering up an aerial propulsion system is very energy-consuming. Under several working 231 

conditions, Boeing Research & Technology Europe subjected a newly developed UAV which 232 

relied partially on a fuel cell producing 200 We for energy. The hydrogen hydride fuel cell 233 

contained about 1 litre of chemical solution and produced nearly 900 Wh energy-generating very 234 

clean hydrogen by the hydrolysis of sodium borohydride (NaBH4). Outfitting an uncrewed air 235 

vehicle with such a fuel cell together with Li-Po batteries recorded about 4 hours of flight time 236 

[18]. With this achievement already in place, researchers can envisage more success in this area. 237 

Globally, the application of air transportation has expanded significantly, majorly in the uncrewed 238 

air transport applications of drone technology such as security, surveillance research and 239 

development, search and rescue and cargo delivery systems. Drones run conventionally on 240 

batteries, and while this limits the weight to power ratio of the design, it majorly limits flight time. 241 

The fuel cell technology as a replacement for the battery technology is, therefore, a promising 242 

solution to these constraints. This position is sustained by a study which scrutinised which mass 243 

ratios are most appropriate for battery-powered, fuel cell-powered and hybrid (battery and fuel 244 

cell) powered drone propulsion systems using numerical simulations. Findings showed that for the 245 

weight of drone approximately 7 kg at liftoff and for flight time around 1 hour, lithium batteries 246 

are still the most appropriate power sources. However, if longer flight times achieved using a drone 247 

of 7 kg at lift-off, a hybrid system of both fuel cell and battery weighing about 4.4 kg and expected 248 

to produce about 1089 Wh energy would be very appropriate. This hybrid system would compose 249 

a 1.9 kg hydrogen pressure composite, a 1.4 kg fuel cell powering about 500 W and a lithium 250 

battery of approximately 0.8 kg. In comparison, a full battery setup would result in a 6.6 kg extra 251 

weight as opposed to 4.4 kg, a 30% increase in weight [45]. 252 

2.3 Water transportation  253 

Marine transportation covers all transportation on the water, including canoe, boats, and ships. For 254 

marine and underwater applications, the low emissions, high efficiency, high specific power and 255 

low noise offered by fuel cell technologies are very suitable. Researchers have examined the use 256 

of a PEMFC in small ships and underwater vehicles in comparison with other energy sources. 257 
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Scholars reveal that when running on air as the cathode, the fuel cell supplied about 5.5 kW 258 

maximum of power. When running on pure oxygen, the energy generation increased to 8.1 kW by 259 

81% and when a hybrid system of fuel cell and the battery was used, with the fuel cell supplying 260 

4.83 kW and batteries supplying 18.53 kW, a maximum output of 23.37 kW was achieved [46]. 261 

The hybrid system gave the best output and very good for sustainable energy management.  262 

Merchant ships and warships have also benefited from the stable supply and low emissions of 263 

hydrogen fuel cells for electric propulsion, as revealed by De-Troya et al. [15] while enquiring the 264 

likelihood of using fuel cell in ships. The researchers show that all the essential requirements 265 

including low propulsion energy requirements, standard energy distribution, emergency energy 266 

requirements and total power demands could be provided for adequately by the fuel cell 267 

technology [15]. 268 

As the limits imposed on hazardous emissions increases, ship owners must find alternative energy 269 

sources which are yet efficient for marine transportation and applications. A review investigated 270 

the several alternatives and cleaner energy sources that could replace the conventional energy 271 

sources, evaluating efficiency, dynamic behaviour, safety, cost-effectiveness, volumetric density, 272 

environmental, impact and gravimetric density of each considered an alternative. Researchers 273 

confirm that liquid hydrogen fuel cells operating in low-temperature levels would run for dozens 274 

of hours without refuelling. The only constraint could be space, as the liquid hydrogen fuel cell 275 

integration would require about five times more space than dense fuel high-temperature fuel cell 276 

alternatives as shown in Fig. 11 [47]. 277 

In the integration of a hybrid system for fuel propulsion in ships and other marine applications, the 278 

optimised system must be capable of competing with conventional energy sources and maximising 279 

the potential of the setup. In this regard, Bassam et al. [48] recommended that there is a need for 280 

an energy management strategy (EMS) to properly distribute power across the different 281 

components of the hybrid system. A multi-level scheme designed consists of a state-based EMS, 282 

equivalent fuel consumption minimisation strategy (ECMS), charge-depleting charge-sustaining 283 

(CDCS) EMS, classical proportional-integral (PI) controller-based EMS and a code that adapts to 284 

the conditions simulated. The hybrid propulsion system of the FCS Alsterwasser, the first hybrid 285 

passenger ship in the world was modelled and subjected to the EMS schemes proposed above in 286 
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an operating condition of 8 hours per day using a MATLAB/Simulink simulation environment. 287 

The EMS schemes were instrumental to a maximum energy savings of 8% and hydrogen 288 

consumption savings of 16.7% [48]. The result serves as a fundamental way forward in the 289 

application of fuel cells technology to marine transportation. 290 

3.0 Issues and Development  291 

The transportation sector places a continually increasing demand for energy generation, especially 292 

when compared with other industries. Over the years, the adoption of more sustainable energy 293 

sources has been thoroughly investigated and found to be facing several challenges, especially in 294 

the heavy-weight and long-range applications and in air transportation. Most recent developments 295 

in clean energy were to identify fields that were lacking in development. Besides, in an 296 

investigation into the four alternatives to the conventional fossil fuel energy generation, and the 297 

possibility of dominating the market, the outcome is reassuring in terms of the future of electric 298 

and fuel cells technology as it shows that with the use of current technology, 72.3% of the entire 299 

transportation sector energy demand could be electrified [8]. Fig. 4 below shows a graph 300 

representing the energy consumption in different sectors of the economy and Fig. 5 shows the 301 

emission levels of each industry. 302 

 303 

Figure 4: Consumption of energy in different sectors [12] 304 
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 305 

Figure 5: Emission statistic of carbon dioxide statistics in different sectors [12] 306 

The geopolitical and progressing reforms of the European Union necessitate that countries should 307 

have a sound infrastructure for sustainable energy production. Researchers emphasised this in a 308 

study which utilised time-series clustering approaches and three energy security indicators that 309 

were developed upon the Shannon-Wiener diversity rules to intricately assess the evolution of the 310 

energy supply in the European Union. The analysis, by Matsumoto et al. [49], categorised the 311 

countries into three groups namely ones that exhibit little advancement but maintained high energy 312 

security, ones that show standard improvements but with lower energy security and ones that 313 

exhibit very considerable improvements which started with meagre energy security. The first 314 

category showcases the most preferred policies while the second category, involving the process 315 

of advancement, can inform other economies in the establishment of energy policies. After the 316 

study, it reveals that energy sustainability between 1978 and 2014 was enhanced, majorly 317 

experienced in Denmark and the Czech Republic and that this advancement was the result of the 318 

diversification implemented in the primary energy level and import advantages [49]. 319 

The European nations implemented the Medium Combustion Plants Directive proposal in 320 

December 2013, affecting about 6710 plants in the Czech Republic. Vojáček et al. [50] estimated 321 

about EUR 5.9 million for the Czech Republic, and annual accrued cost of about EUR 61 million 322 
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for the implementation of this proposal, which is ten times higher than the estimated cost for 323 

Europe. This significant discrepancy in value between Europe and the Czech Republic was due to 324 

the use of impractical and unreal cost curves and failure to adapt the program locally [50]. 325 

Although researchers can recognise achievements on many fronts; more can achieve. There is still 326 

a considerable need for improvements. The focus of discussion will be on the following five (5) 327 

primary areas; economic prospect, performances and durability, infrastructural development, 328 

human factors and government policy.  329 

3.1 Economic outlook  330 

Hydrogen is a source of clean energy and a significant facilitator of sustainability in the global 331 

energy system. However, the economic constraints associated with the design and integration of 332 

this technology in real application renders it impractical by current global standards. Ajanovic and 333 

Haas [20] explored the possibility of integrating hydrogen with other energy sources and the 334 

economic prospects in global energy generation and storage to assess the processes involved in the 335 

integration of variable renewals in the energy and power systems and also to investigate the 336 

replacement of fossil-based fuels with renewables in the transportation sector. Keeping in view the 337 

costs of production and the learning effects of vehicles powered by fuel cells, there was an analysis 338 

of the economies associated with hydrogen integration in the transport sector. Results show that 339 

an understanding that the thorough exploitation of the economies-of-scale, the policy framework 340 

and the technological learning for operational hours per year and electrolysis are significant 341 

determinants of the future integration of hydrogen fuel cells in transportation. Also, for hydrogen 342 

to achieve feasibility in the commercial market, technological learning must provide techniques to 343 

achieve reduced cost [20]. 344 

Economic and technological growth poses a constant threat in terms of climate change and 345 

environmental pollutions and suffers from the scarcity of raw materials and other necessary 346 

resources. To truly achieve sustainability in these areas, more eco-friendly and efficient sources 347 

must be depended upon for the supply of power. Wang et al. [51] utilised the life cycle and value 348 

chain activities to analyse the environmental and techno-economic behaviours of fuel cell power 349 

generation and storage systems. The analysis used information from end-user experience criteria 350 

such as reliability, cost and function. The results showed that fuel cell must deliver increased 351 
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reliability, capacity and decreased cost in order to replace the internal combustion engines and 352 

batteries successfully. The cost factor can be significantly affected by the repair and maintenance 353 

expenses which will, in turn, affect availability and demand in the market. These criteria, together 354 

with life cycle and value chain activities, were used to pinpoint critical activities in the process of 355 

the development of a fuel cell while observing the barriers faced in the mass production and 356 

distribution of fuel cells. Fig. 6 below shows the fuel life cycle and the value chain used [51]. 357 

 358 

Figure 6: The fuel cell life cycle and value chain [51] 359 

The need to store excess electrical energy makes hydrogen a suitable prospect in the achievement 360 

of a sustainable energy system. Analysing the core economic prospects of hydrogen fuel cell 361 

system while keeping an eye on other alternative power sources and the replacement of the 362 

conventional combustion engines, it asserted that the economic prospects of hydrogen fuel in the 363 

energy market depends mostly on the learning curve of this technology, the existing policies and 364 

the maximisation of the economies-of-scale. Also, it is essential that with increased research, the 365 

cost of production of this alternative will highly reduce, to ensure market penetration amongst 366 

competitors [20]. 367 

Further evaluation of the economic prospect of the fuel cell technology would briefly evaluate the 368 

cost of materials, components, labour and manufacturing.  369 

3.1.1 Cost of materials and components, labour and manufacturing 370 

A hydrogen fuel cell consists of various materials and components, each playing relatively 371 

significant and unique roles, and each with different cost implications. Some of the components 372 

include batteries, controllers, fuel cells, supercapacitors, smart control units and control strategies. 373 

The information collected from the traction motor and the energy storage systems inform the 374 
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design by the execution of the control strategies. Due to discrepancies between the vehicle power 375 

demand and the default power output of the fuel cell, the smart control unit regulates the 376 

parameters throughout the entire operation. The design determines the overall cost implication of 377 

the hydrogen fuel [39] powered vehicles, the configurations and the execution of proper control 378 

strategies to optimise efficiency [52]. Figure 7 below shows different components with the 379 

corresponding weight estimate. 380 

 381 

Figure 7: The weight breakdown of the portable electric power plant using the fuel cell system 382 

[39] 383 

Choosing a design with cheap materials for components will hugely reduce the overall cost. So 384 

more research and development need to delve into the new product developments and formulation. 385 

It has been a fact that the primary factor that raises the cost of fuel cells is maintenance cost and 386 

repair cost, leading in decreased availability and hampering end-user acceptance. Figure 8 shows 387 

the cost expectations of an 80 kW net fuel cell stack [51]. 388 
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 389 

Figure 8Costs of an 80 kW net PEM fuel cell stack system. (a) Stack costs; (b) stack system costs 390 

[51] 391 

Due to the varieties of components and materials and configuration techniques involved in the 392 

manufacture of a fuel cell, there is a realisation of quite discrete results when using a roughly 393 

similar selection of components. Research showed that the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of a 394 

fuel cell are significantly affected by the selection of materials and components and the procedure 395 

of configurations and implementation of control strategies [52]. This selection of design 396 

components will also inform the expertise of labour necessary for mass production and the cost 397 

constraints associated with working with a workforce. 398 

3.2 Performances and durability  399 

Depending on the location, the protocols imposed on the operations of automobiles significantly 400 

determine the levels of energy consumption, progressive development, production and access of 401 

the government. In order to fully integrate the fuel cell into road transportation, a major limiting 402 

factor is the durability and lifetime of the fuel cell system when exposed to all the conditions of 403 

automobile application. Unfortunately, sound testing protocols and lifetime assessment techniques 404 

of fuel cells are mostly underdeveloped. In work by Chen et al. [35], efforts made to collect 405 

combined data from accelerated fuel cell protocols for fuel cells from universities in Japan, the 406 

European Union, America and China facilitated the development of a durability test protocol [35]. 407 
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Conventional energy sources will entirely replace the global and environmental energy demands 408 

of the transportation sector. Experiments into the driving conditions of cars using a fuel cell show 409 

that the hydrogen setup required about 1.34 g km-1 across 1 km in 1 minute. This result is 410 

effectively competitive while providing clean power generation [53]. 411 

The performance of a fuel cell in automobile application is much dependent on the heat 412 

management system and storage system of the setup. Hydrogen fuel stations are instrumental in 413 

preventing unwanted heat gains but must avoid excessive filling into the setup. Research 414 

conducted thoroughly investigated heat management in a fuel cell, comparing the results of 415 

controlling the heat of the gas itself to controlling the heat on the storage tank and identifying the 416 

average temperature for the delivery of hydrogen. The gas-to-wall heat transfer coefficient was 417 

determined, temperature disparities evaluated, and there were efforts to reproduce the thermal 418 

stratification seen in the filling conditions correctly using multiple models and innovative methods. 419 

Overall, the work assessed the effect of changing delivery temperature profiles while maintaining 420 

a uniform average temperature of delivery [54]. 421 

3.2.1 Air quality  422 

The primary goal of introducing renewable energy technologies is to reduce pollution. One of the 423 

most reliable ways to estimate this is through the knowledge of the air quality. For this reason, 424 

Haneda et al. [55] used a model to schedule the operations of hydrogen-based fuel cells in 24 425 

households in Japan. Researchers reported that as of January 2017, houses had the potential to 426 

generate hydrogen at a minimum of 1,040 Nm3 every year. The energy which is enough for a fuel 427 

cell vehicle to travel about 8,000 km that year.  428 

Fossil fuels have always posed the threat of global warming due to high carbon dioxide emissions. 429 

A review of alternative energy sources, chemical processing and carbon dioxide emission 430 

management concluded that while energy is not generated efficiently from many alternative 431 

sources, furthermore, one source that mostly emits carbon dioxide is most widespread. While 432 

investigating the cost and environmental impacts associated with these alternatives, the corrective 433 

measures for implementation involve the integration of energy-producing chemicals that are 434 

biomass-based, techniques of synthesising value-added chemicals such as carbon capture and 435 

utilisation and measures to considerably reduce the energy requirements in intensive chemical 436 
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processes. High significance must adhere towards the investigation of energy-CO2 neutral design, 437 

energy-process intensification, energy-sustainable design and energy-retrofit design [56]. 438 

There were enquiries into various urban centres to understand the challenges faced by extreme air 439 

pollution and the sustainability of fuels used in transportation by the adoption of hydrogen fuel 440 

cells. Salvi and Subramanian [22] concluded that as nations develop and advance in economics, 441 

the transportation sector, which draws almost all its energy from fossil sources changes its sources, 442 

rapidly resulting in reduced emissions at an extremely unprecedented level. It is, therefore, an 443 

essential subject of review and further research, the practicability of hydrogen-based fuel source 444 

systems in the integration with the transportation services. In addition to this, the mode of transport 445 

of hydrogen fuel, techniques of production, and raw materials for production, optimal storage and 446 

usability were included. 447 

Energy demand increases with increasing population. In a country such as China, the fast-growing 448 

energy demand poses critical issues such as air pollution, emissions and supply security. Kendall 449 

et al. [57] reported the domination of the Chinese market with the internal combustion engine, and 450 

this causes an extreme crisis to the health, energy and congestion challenges. This problem is 451 

forecasted to depreciate by about five times within the next 50 years. In this regard, the Chinese 452 

government and some companies have implemented a hydrogen-fuel-cell-battery (HFCB) project 453 

that is the largest in the world using various national and local administration subsidies. China, a 454 

stable government that is open to new technologies, is ready to facilitate the quick adoption of the 455 

hydrogen fuel cell in its energy market. Furthermore, in assessing the role energy plays in the 456 

Chinese market, Yuan and Lin [58] considered the conditions for the adoption of sustainable 457 

energy generation, the plan for hydrogen-fuel based power generation and national achievements 458 

and programs in the development of this technological front and submitted that the Chinese 459 

government has invested significant effort in the research and development of hydrogen-based 460 

energy sources to offset the hazards posed by conventional methods. Researchers believe that the 461 

adoption of hydrogen and electricity in the generation of power in China will significantly 462 

contribute to the achievement of sustainability in energy generation. 463 

3.3 Infrastructural development  464 
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Infrastructural development serves as one of the major hindrances to the adoption of fuel cell 465 

technology which affects both developed and developing countries. With healthy development in 466 

research and development, it is improving. Areas of infrastructural development that attracts the 467 

most attention are as discussed below;  468 

3.3.1 Refuelling of Hydrogen  469 

The refuelling of hydrogen and the development of adequate infrastructure for refuelling plays a 470 

significant role in the achievement of the integration of hydrogen in the transportation sector 471 

[59][60]. Provision of infrastructures is necessary when fuel cells are adopted to sustain the 472 

replacement by hydrogen energy sources. North and South America operated 43% of all 224 473 

functioning hydrogen refuelling stations spread across over 28 countries in the world, Europe 474 

operated 34%, and Asia operated 23%. More investment needs to be made by countries to improve 475 

these capabilities. A research work by Alazemi and Andrews [60] designed an algorithm to 476 

determine hydrogen production cost considering essential variables such as the primary energy 477 

source, delivery mode of the hydrogen and the procedure of production, and submitted that the 478 

cost of production of hydrogen vary from $1.8 to $6.3 determined by the cost of the PV. It shows 479 

that hydrogen production is beginning to compete economically with fossil-based fuels 480 

successfully. 481 

Another way to reduce refuelling time is by ensuring maximum use of available hydrogen. 482 

Researchers have developed various techniques and method regarding this. Hames et al. [52] 483 

considered the methods that can be employed to maximise hydrogen fuel usage using control 484 

strategies and configurations developed from data acquired from the traction motor and the storage 485 

systems. The study showed the possibility of developing sound strategies to increase hydrogen 486 

fuel economy. 487 

3.3.2 Fuel storage capacity in vehicles 488 

In the transportation industry alone, there are diverse varieties of vehicles with unique energy 489 

requirements based on their specification. As reported, fossil-based engines such as the internal 490 

combustion engine majorly affect climatic change caused by high emissions, and clean energy 491 

generation are in high demand. While several renewable energy sources are in the light, the PEM 492 
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fuel cell is very prominent amongst several kinds of research to forcefully overthrow the fossil-493 

based engines. Alaswad et al. [36] assessed in detail the shortcomings and challenges that the 494 

PEMFC technology is currently facing, such as durability, performance problems and hydrogen 495 

storage problems when introduced into automobile conditions. Figure 10 below is an example of 496 

a hydrogen storage solution. Figure 11 compares volume-mass for on-board storage of different 497 

fuel states. 498 

 499 

Figure 10: The hydrogen storage tank installed in a Mazda RX-8 Hydrogen car [36]. 500 

 501 
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Figure 11: Comparative volume-mass for on-board hydrogen storage, providing for 418 km run 502 

[22]. 503 

As shown in Fig. 11, both liquid and compressed hydrogen have a volume-mass, therefore 504 

requiring a bigger storage capacity. Therefore, there is a need for improved infrastructure in the 505 

form of providing more refuelling stations. 506 

A system optimised to store hydrogen was constructed and investigated thermodynamically by Al-507 

Zareer et al. [61] using transient energy and exergy techniques. A multistage ammonia production 508 

system which is under pressure is in use to chemically store the hydrogen in the ammonia which 509 

delivers hydrogen through an ammonia electrolyser. For every mole of hydrogen stored and 510 

delivered, the system performs work of about 59.5 kJ with an energy efficiency of 72.3% and 511 

exergy efficiency of 71.8%. At a pressure of 61 bars, this system took 0.518 hours to store and 512 

discharge 13,225kg liquid ammonia. The result is highly competitive, considering the level of 513 

research at the moment. 514 

3.4 Human factors  515 

Humans need to accept technology for it to be fully adopted. The reason being that they make the 516 

final decision when it comes to purchase and use. It is the same with the fuel cell technology as 517 

evident in various researches. In most cases, however, cost and affordability are given colossal 518 

consideration. While the use of electric cars promises such a preferred alternative to conventional 519 

fossil-fuel vehicles, the relative value is a significant constraint. There was a comparison of electric 520 

cars and internal combustion engine operated with an evaluation of the excess cost to the user. 521 

Findings showed that in the car market, higher-end electric vehicles may be financially practical 522 

while middle and lower end electric cars may still be impractical in terms of cost of acquisition 523 

and maintenance [62]. 524 

The fuel savings in the usage of cleaner energy is very instrumental in ensuring the benefits of a 525 

clean atmosphere. Sheldon and Dua [63], while studying the adoption of clean energy collected 526 

information from a large scale of US car buyers and investigated what alternatives they would 527 

purchase in the event of the nonexistence of clean energy-powered cars using a choice model-528 

based counterfactual approach. The use of combustion engines increased by 1.7% compared to 529 
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1.1% for the traditional counterfactual. On analysing the result, researchers revealed that the 530 

majority of car buyer who selected combustion engine decided based on the savings on fuel. 531 

Investigating the Portuguese car market as a valid sample for other car markets, researchers [62] 532 

compared the commercialisation of battery-electric cars against existing internal combustion 533 

engines. In addition to assessing the excess cost to buyers, there was a probabilistic risk analysis. 534 

Findings showed that while the full adoption of electric car alternatives could be financially 535 

practical in the higher end market, it will not be visible due to cost challenges in the medium and 536 

lower-end car market. More discussion should focus attention on helping people at the lower end 537 

of the market, having this in mind. Further analysis of these would be done in the next section 538 

when evaluating the influence of government policy. 539 

Due to significant disasters associated onboard hydrogen, people are critical of its use, and this 540 

affects their decisions when buying cars. Researchers have made efforts to allay this fear by 541 

providing better health and safety conditions. Dadashzadeh et al. [64] in their studies assessed the 542 

risks associated with the hydrogen fuel cell-powered cars when exposed to fire by measuring the 543 

cost of human life with every fuel cell fire and the fatality rate per year. Appropriate engineering 544 

techniques were in use to measure hazard distances for the event of hydrogen tank rupture resulting 545 

in blast waves and fireballs in multiple directions. The overall risk, a function of the rating of fire 546 

resistance of the storage facility was reported, by obtaining the probability of emergency failures 547 

to control fatality using a vulnerability probity function. With the current design system of fuel 548 

cell and electric cars, the risk is negligible. With this knowledge, efforts need to be made by 549 

researchers, government, manufacturers and the media to make people aware of this when making 550 

car purchasing decisions. 551 

Sometimes people need to take charge, use their initiative and chose cleaner energy technology. 552 

An example is in most developing countries like Nigeria. Due to her region and climatic 553 

conditions, it can benefit from different alternative renewables energy and could use solar power 554 

for cheaper production of hydrogen fuel cells. The lack of support from the government has made 555 

this unachievable. Individuals and non-governmental organisations and companies have to take 556 

the initiative and seek to depend on these sources themselves [65]. In Europe, where the 557 

government shows massive support, people still need to cooperate with the policy to be actualised. 558 
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Bögel et al. [66] support this idea. Figure 4 shows the projected and available electricity supply in 559 

Nigeria between 1970 and 2010, and Figure 5 shows the projected expectation from the integration 560 

of alternative renewable sources. The figures show massive untapped potential in Nigeria's energy 561 

sector. 562 

 563 

Figure 12: Nigeria's projected and available megawatts (MW) capacity (1970–2010) [65] 564 

 565 

Figure 13: Projected Expectation of Energy Source [65] 566 

3.5 Government policy  567 
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Various government of different countries have passed policies to reduce greenhouse gas 568 

emissions. In British Columbia, research reveals that a significant portion of emissions results from 569 

road transportation. Moreover, the most demanding government policies if thoroughly enforced, 570 

are inadequate to ensure the substantial reduction in the discharge of these gases. Talebian et al. 571 

[67] revealed that the integration of electric power alternatives must double the rate of reduction 572 

of emissions. For example, if greenhouse gas emissions of the road transport sector reduce by 1% 573 

in 2040, the penetration of electric alternatives must increase by 1.5-3.8%. Government policies 574 

project about 65% greenhouse gas emission reduction, but this would, in turn, require a supply of 575 

about 12-33 TWh of electrical power, which is about 2.5-6.5 times British Columbia's projected 576 

power supply in many years. Therefore, the existing policies are insufficient to the success of the 577 

integration of power alternatives in the road transport sector in this part of the world, and new 578 

strategies are necessary.  579 

Government policy to improve infrastructure can lead to a massive improvement in the adoption 580 

of fuel cell technology. Egnér and Trosvik [59] examined the state of government policies in 581 

Sweden and their relative effectiveness in the accomplishment of alternative power integration. 582 

The studies revealed that the installation of charging points for electric cars increased the adoption 583 

rate for the vehicles, and the municipal policies, if well adjusted, are capable of increasing the 584 

adoption of these electric cars significantly.  585 

A research work investigated the cost-effectiveness of electric-powered cars in Italy using 586 

stochastic and non-stochastic variables, vehicles usage analysis and contextual assumptions to 587 

design a probabilistic total cost of ownership (TCO) model. While fully electric cars were found 588 

not to be as cost-effective as current conventional energy sources, they considerable competed 589 

with hybrid cars provided distances greater than 10,000 km journey annually. However, Italian 590 

policies of incentives make electric cars more affordable than even hybrids if charging is at home. 591 

Also, the price trend of fuel in Italy, if consistent in the next half-decade promises increased market 592 

share for the electric cars [68]. 593 

A research work utilised a policy impact assessment tool called SimTool to evaluate the extent to 594 

which policies in the Czech Republic limited overall emissions from medium-sized combustion 595 

plants. The specific features and the methods implemented to achieve the emission targets were 596 
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analysed based on different fuel categories. Vojáček et al. [50] measured the differences that 597 

existed in the policies of the European Commission and the Czech Republic. Using adequate 598 

comparisons and analysing the differences, it concludes that for government policies to be 599 

beneficial, they must not be modelled precisely after a similar demographic but must instead based 600 

on economic analysis. It asserts that other countries might not be able to replicate this success. 601 

That partly explains while it remains a significant challenge to introduce renewable energy 602 

technologies in general to developing countries, especially in Africa and Asia even though they 603 

display immense potential. 604 

A study conducted to parametrically analyse the Class 7-8 trucks in the US projected to the year 605 

2050 and to identify the factors that could influence the adoption of advanced fuel and technology 606 

in this section of the transport sector. Using a model that categorised powertrain, operational type, 607 

class of vehicle, fleet size and body type, the analysis compared conventional diesel trucks, natural 608 

gas vehicles and ultra-efficient powertrains. It research reported that by 2050, while compressed 609 

natural gas vehicles which provide personal amenities will have achieved significant market 610 

penetration varied by economies and technologies, the traditional diesel trucks will be prevalent 611 

in the market. Additionally, even though the Department of Energy backs up the ultra-efficient 612 

diesel trucks with the SuperTruck program, they could effectively compete with the liquefied 613 

natural gas trucks if there is an increase in the price differences of diesel and liquefied natural gas. 614 

In summary, Askin et al. [69] noted that government policies are most effective in the reduction 615 

of emission from petroleum if they work towards benefitting all these alternative energy sources 616 

rather than just a few specific ones.  617 

3.5.1 Government subsidy  618 

Introduction of subsidy by the government has always played a significant role in helping towards 619 

the adoption of new energy technology, and many pieces of research have examined it [70-71]. 620 

These subsidies are usually in the form of vouchers, tax cut or discounts in prices. Depending on 621 

individual cases, it can be directed either toward the high end or low end of the market. 622 

A report indicated that government policies predominantly support market penetration in china by 623 

electric vehicles. The Chinese market was analysed with system dynamic modelling using four 624 

different scenarios namely a state without any policies, a state with only direct policies, a state 625 
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with only indirect policies and a state with both direct and indirect policies. Comparing data from 626 

these cases, Liu and Xiao [72] projected that the introduction of electric vehicles into the China 627 

market would attain a total amount of 4.03 million, 8.61 million, 4.2 million and 8.85 million 628 

respectively by the year 2040. The research reveals that the successful introduction of energy 629 

renewables into the China market is mostly dependent on the nature of prevalent government 630 

policies that provide subsidies. Importantly, it showed that massive market penetration must have 631 

the backing of significant government subsidies. 632 

In the US, there were both financial and non-financial supports to facilitate the introduction of 633 

battery electric and hybrid electric vehicles. A paper assessed the impacts of subsidies and found 634 

that for every $1,000 provided as an incentive, the sale of electric vehicles increased by 2.6%. It 635 

is also crucial to market the incentives, spreading the knowledge so that customers will take 636 

advantage of it [71]. In a related study which supports government subsidy, Jen et al. [70] collected 637 

the total cost of ownership (TCO) data for fossil-fuelled, battery-powered and hybrid vehicles from 638 

14 US states. Even though the different states had different costs of maintenance, miles travelled 639 

and depreciation rates, it was discovered upon thorough sensitivity analysis that federal and state 640 

subsidies contributed significantly to the cost-effectiveness of battery electric vehicles, and 641 

absence of such subsidies would drastically reduce the power of these alternatives to compete in 642 

the energy generation market effectively. 643 

4.0 Conclusion 644 

This work presented an evaluation into the application of Proton Exchange Membrane fuel cells 645 

for transportation with a focus on issues and areas for possible developments. All these 646 

achievements noted has been due to continued research into different areas for fuel cell 647 

development [7,12,79,80,25,26,73–78]. Economic prospect, performances and durability, 648 

infrastructural development, human factors and government policy have shown to be helpful 649 

towards the advancement of the technology. Furthermore; 650 

• The gap between fuel cells powered and other energy-powered means of transportation is 651 

reducing, thereby, improving its prospect economically.  652 
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• The performance and durability of the technology are improving, and people are now more 653 

confident with its use.  654 

• Improved infrastructure, primarily through the increase in hydrogen refuelling point, has 655 

helped in adoption. However, more still needs to be done in this vital area. 656 

• With the reduction in prices and improvement in performance and durability, fuel cells 657 

powered means of transport is now more attractive than ever before — more campaigns 658 

needed to help people make informed decisions during purchase. Besides, people need to 659 

take more ownership of their action and choose cleaner energy sources.  660 

• Finally, the role of governments is essential. Countries, where the adoption of fuel cells 661 

enjoys enough backing, have shown significant improvement. An instance is the case of 662 

China, among other developing countries. Favourable government policy and subsidies in 663 

any form should be encouraged.  664 
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